Metrics for describing soft-tissue artefact and its effect on pose, size, and shape of marker clusters.
In human movement analysis based on stereophotogrammetry, bone pose is reconstructed by observing a cluster of skin markers. Each marker undergoes a displacement relative to the underlying bone that is regarded as an artefact (soft-tissue artefact, STA) since it affects accuracy in bone pose estimation. This paper proposes a set of metrics for the statistical description of the STA and its effects on cluster pose, size, and shape, with the intent of contributing to a clearer knowledge of its characteristics, and consequently of setting the bases for the development of more accurate bone pose estimators than presently available. Skin marker clusters behave as deformable bodies in motion relative to the underlying bone. Their motion can be described, based on Procrustes analysis, as the composition of four independent transformations: translation and rotation (rigid motion, RM), and change in size and shape (nonrigid motion, NRM). Statistical parameters describing the time histories of both the individual marker STA and the cluster transformations listed earlier were defined. For demonstration purposes, data collected ex vivo were used. The lower limbs of three cadavers were made to undergo movements with prevailing flexion-extension components. Femur pose was accurately measured using pin markers and the movement of twelve thigh skin markers observed relative to it. The STAs of all possible clusters of four skin markers were analysed. RM and NRM exhibited similar magnitudes and therefore impact on bone pose estimation. Thus bone pose estimators should not account for NRM only, as is normally the case, but also for RM.